Abstract-This paper presents two novel approaches to solving the classic board game mastermind, including a variant of simulated annealing (SA) and a technique we term maximum expected reduction in consistency (MERC). In addition, we compare search results for these algorithms to two baseline search methods: a random, uninformed search and the method of minimizing maximum query partition sets as originally developed by both Donald Knuth [3] and Peter Norvig [4] .
I. INTRODUCTION
Mastermind is a popular code-breaking two player game originally invented in the 1970s. The gameplay closely resembles the antecedent pen and paper game called "Bulls and Cows", which dates back at least a century.
Mastermind consists of three components: a decoding board which includes a dozen or so rows of holes for query pegs, in addition to smaller holes for key pegs; the board also contains a space for the placement of the master code provided by the code-maker. In addition, the game is played with code pegs of different colors placed by the code-breaker (six is the default number of colors, although many variations exist) and key pegs consisting of two colors placed by the code-maker (see Figure 1) .
The code-maker chooses a pattern of four code pegs for the master code. The master code is placed in the four holes covered by the shield, visible to the code-maker but not to the code-breaker. For each turn of the game, the code-breaker attempts to guess the master code with respect to both order and color. Each query is made by placing a row of code pegs on the decoding board adjacent to the last query row. After each guess, the code-maker provides feedback to the code-breaker in the form of key pegs. Between zero and four key pegs are placed next to the query code on the current turn to indicate the fidelity of the current querya colored or black key peg connotes a query code peg that is correct in both color and position, whereas a white key peg indicates the existence of a correct color code peg placed in the wrong position. The goal of the game is for the code-maker to determine the master code using a minimal number of queries.
Due to its status as a relatively simple, query-based game of incomplete information, mastermind has served as an enduring test-bed for a diverse array of search algorithms in A.I. and related fields.
II. PREVIOUS WORK AND PRELIMINARIES
Mastermind and its variants have inspired a good deal of research, particularly in the domains of combinatorics and With four pegs and six colors (which we henceforth denote M M (6, 4)) there are 6 4 = 1296 possible codes. One of the most essential properties surrounding efficient search in mastermind is the notion of code consistency:
where above q(·) connotes the query operation, outputting a 2-d key code for a given query code input (e.g. q(c) = [2, 1] indicates the query code c generated two black and one white key code responses, respectively, for the given master code); m in equation (1) In particular, for M M (6, 4), Q p = 14; see Table 1 for more details.
One may, alternatively, generate general formulae for the cardinality of all possible codes for M M (c, p) by appealing to elementary combinatorics. [2] Consider the total number of possible codes as the sum of all of the possible codes containing exactly i letters. We denote the number of possibles codes of p pegs of exactly i colors as C i . Each such code for a fixed number of distinct colors i amounts to a multinomial coefficient, whereby:
Confirming the above formula for M M (6, 4) yields: An early and remarkable result for the mastermind search problem was provided by Knuth [3] which proves that optimally five questions suffices to guarantee a solution to M M (6, 4). We now consider a simple generalized lower bound related to this claim.
Theorem. For c ≥ 2, the minimum number of guesses required to guarantee solution a for M M (c, 2), i.e. the general 2-position mastermind game (which we denote
Proof. Guess k/2 times using two new colors each turn. From these guesses, the code-breaker can receive a positive response (i.e. a black or white key peg) at most twice. If the code-breaker receives two key pegs of any color in response on two occasions from these queries, one can show that there are a most two possible consistent master codes. Conversely, if the code-breaker receives no positive responses in total, then c must be odd and the master code consists of the lone unused color. In either case, we have: m (c,2) = c/2 + 2, as desired. It therefore follows follows that ∀c, p ≥ 2, m (c,p) ≥ c/2 + 2, yielding a general lower bound. In particular, for Knuth's result, the bound is tight, as m (6,4) = 6/2 + 2 = 5.
Bondt [11] showed that solving a mastermind board for M (c, 2) is nevertheless an NP-complete problem, by reducing it to the 3SAT problem. Moreover, the mastermind satisfiability problem which asks, given a set of queries and corresponding key peg replies, whether there exists a master code that satisfies this set of query-key conditions, has been shown to be NP-complete [12] .
A broad range of search algorithms have been previously applied to mastermind and its variants. Knuth's method from 1977 (detailed in the next section) applies a minimax search using a heuristic based on the size of query-partitions. This method yielded 4.467 expected queries, with a maximum of five queries for all possible codes in M M (6, 4). Of note, the M M (6, 4) variation of mastermind was effectively solved in 1993 by Koyama and Lai using exhaustive, depth-first search achieving 4.34 expected queries -the search time per puzzle at publication was, however, on the order of several hours.
Beyond complete search, genetic algorithms (GAs) have been applied extensively to mastermind, including [6] , [7] and [10] . In the GA paradigm, a large set of "eligible" codes (e.g. consistent codes -although several approaches show that inconsistent codes are sometimes more informative for mastermind search) is considered for each generation. The "goodness" of these codes is determined using a fitness function which assigns a score to each code based on its probability of being the master code using various meta-heuristics. At each generation, standard genetic operations including crossover, mutation and inversion are applied in order to render the new population. [7] In particular achieved 4.39 expected queries for M M (6, 4) using a fitness function defined by a weighted sum of L1 key peg differences between candidate codes and query codes.
Shapiro [13] adopts a method which simply draws queries from the set of codes consistent with all previous queries; Blake et al [5] use an MCMC approach; [6] combine hill-climbing and heuristics, while Cover and Thomas [14] introduce an information theoretical strategy.
In the current work we apply Simulated Annealing to the mastermind problem in addition to introducing a novel search heuristic which aims to maximize the expected reduction in the set of codes consistent with the master code.
III. KNUTH'S METHOD
Knuth's method, the "five guess algorithm" for M M (6, 4) works as follows. The first guess is deterministically chosen as 1122 (Knuth provides examples showing that beginning with a different choice such as 1123 or 1234 can lead to situations where more than five queries are required to solve the puzzle). Following this initial guess, the code-maker responds with the corresponding key pegs, and using this response, the code-breaker generates a set of consistent codes S. Next, the code-breaker applies a minimax technique to the set S, where each node in the search tree is evaluated according to the expected size of the various Q p query-partitions; in particular, the evaluation function returns the size of the maximum partition for each consistent code, and the code with the maximum partition of (expected) minimal size is chosen as the next query. This process is repeated until termination.
Algorithm 1 Knuth's Method
Code-breaker sets initial query code: q 1 ← 1122.
Code-maker replies with key pegs:
Compute expected size of maximum query-partition for each code in S:
To further illustrate Knuth's method, Table II explicitly shows the size of each query-partition for M M (6, 4) (recall that Q p = 14) for generic initial query types: 1111, 1112, 1122, 1123, and 1234. Note that according to Knuth's criterion, 1122 would be chosen in this case because it yields the smallest of all maximum partition sets of the given queries.
IV. SIMULATED ANNEALING
We apply Simulated Annealing (SA) to the mastermind search problem. More concretely, our method combines elements of stochastic, local hill-climbing (a la SA) with non-local, consistency-based search. At each step i of the algorithm we construct the the consistency set S i comprising the subset of codes consistent with all previous queries. We augment this set with a "neighborhood" consisting of the set of codes with Hamming distance one from the current query code c i (observe that these codes need not be consistent with the given queries) to form the set S i . We score these neighbors using the following scoring function:
Where q b (·) and q w (·) indicate the number of black and white key pegs generated for a given query code, respectively; observe that score(c) = 0 iff c ∈ S i Finally, we randomly sample codes from the augmented set S i . If the code c is consistent with the query histories it is automatically chosen as the next query; otherwise, it is accepted as the next query with acceptance probability: α score(c)+1 (we use α = 2 in experiments). This acceptance probability formula encodes an implicit "temperature", since the acceptance property of inconsistent codes decreases in proportion to the algorithm step number -which is to say the algorithm "anneals" over time. We gives a pseudo-code description of our SA procedure below.
Algorithm 2 Simulated Annealing
Code-breaker sets initial query code c 1 randomly. Code-maker replies with key pegs:
Generate consistency set S i Generate neighborhood of c i , N ci using Hamming distance of one Form augmented set:
We introduce a novel search heuristic defined as the expected reduction in the size of the consistent code set for mastermind search. At each step i of the MERC algorithm, we first determine the expected reduction in the size of the consistency set S i for each code c ∈ S i . Concretely, ∀c ∈ S i we generate responses over all possible candidate master codes m ∈ S i : [b c,m , w c,m ] = q(c, m ). Next, for each such m we compute q(m , c ) and count the size of the set of codes c ∈ S i such that q(m , c ) = q(c, m ). The cardinality of this set represents the expected size of the consistency set with respect to code c. By choosing the code c for which the cardinality of the expected size of the consistency set is smallest, we render the maximum expected reduction in the consistency set.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We generated experimental results using simulations of n = 5000 games for the M M (6, 4), M M (5, 4) and M M (4, 4) variants of mastermind. In addition to Knuth's method, the SA algorithm and MERC algorithm described previously, we also implemented a baseline uninformed random search algorithm. For each experiment, we report the mean, median, standard deviation and maximum number of queries required. The Knuth and MERC algorithms used a deterministic choice of initial code (1122), while the
